
Nichol, a short but powerfully wristed student, who
did not live in the dorm and just then the arm-wrestling
champion came by. Feeling abashed at having lost so
easily he cha1lengiNicholon the spot in the hopes o
retaining some honor. His challenge was accepted and
he was quickly dealt a near mortal blow by Nichol who
was not so worried about hurting him as had been Basile.
Nichold quickly offered an apology and demonstrated that
he was a deadly with his left arm as with his right.
Our athletic friend looked grim...looked briefly at the
Editor and decided to call it a night. The dorm, I
might add, was following at a distance and howling as
only,a group of single seminarians can do. Their champion
recovered from his losses and no permanent damage was
done. But remember the next time someone tells you
how good you are it may be in the hope of somehumor at
your expense. And no party is so deadly as a group of
students with little to do...we had better double the
assignments.
* * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * *

the Weakly remembers ....

THEHAPPYYEARS OF WORKING WITH DAVID MC CARTY

The real story of Biblical is a story of people working
together in a remarkable fellowship. Of course they come
ang go, we all go in time but when one goes it leaves
a gap filled in only with memory. And that is how it
is with David McCarty, our first development officer.

The Editor remembers when Mr. McCarty came to Seminary ..
..to that other institution, generally unnamed, in which
the Editor previously taught. He had been successful in
business and having been converted had decided to
receive some Christian teaching. His arrival at the
Seminary triggered a new wave of optimism as we saw a
number of professional people deciding to work in Christian
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